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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let the differential equation 
i = f(x, t), f(O, t) = a (1) 
be such that, in a certain neighborhood 1 x 1 < a of the origin, the existence 
and uniqueness of the solutions is granted. The special solution determined 
by the initial values x0 and to is 
P(4 x0 7 to), 0 < to < t. (2) 
Recently, Strauss [I] has dealt with those equations (1) for which the integral 
(3) 
converges with suitable Q > 0; his work yielded some theorems corresponding 
to well-known results of the theory of stability. I am going to consider the 
finite integral 
tdt> *o 7 to) = f. 41 P@, xo > to)0 du (4) 
instead of (3), K(r) being a function to be characterized below. The 
“stability” introduced by means of (4) covers the asymptotic stability in 
the sense of Liapunov as a special case which does not apply to the 
D-stability of Strauss. 
II. NOTATIONS 
1. A real continuous function +(Y) of the real variable Y belongs to class K 
(4 E K) if it is defined for 0 < Y < rl < co, strictly monotone-increasing, 
and vanishing at x = 0. 
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2. A real continuous function U(S) of the real variable s belongs to class L 
(U EL) if it is defined for 0 < sr < s < co, strictly decreasing, and tending 
to zero for s -+ co. 
In the following, all functions &, , +r ,..., a,, or ,... belong to class K or L, 
respectively. If necessary, parameters are written as a second argument, 
for instance &( 1 x I, t). 
For &(rr’), 0 < r < rr ; 0 < r’ < r; , one has an estimation 
Me G 42(y) M’)~ (5) 
with suitably chosen +s , +a . Since 
which is of type (5). 
Similarly, one has 
d&$2@-) 4)) G M4 u2(4, (6) 
M) = kMd2(r) &>)11’2, u2(4 = [M2(%) ~IwY’“- 
3. Let us assume the existence of a function k E: K such that 
Qbo 9 to) = ,, 41 I’&, xo 3 to)0 du (7) 
is finite for 1 x0 j < a. Then Eq. (1) has k - D-behavior. 
4. If there exists an estimation 
!a x0 > to) < cou x0 I> to), 0 $ to < t < co, to fixed, (8) 
the trivial solution of (1) is called to be k-stable. Apparently, k-stability 
implies k - D-behavior. 
5. If (8) can be replaced by 
!a x0 > to) G $0 x0 I), O<t,<t<m, (9) 
i.e., if the comparision function in (8) can be chosen independently of to, 
the k-stability is unz~orm. 
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III. THEOREMS 
THEOREM I. Let the trivial solution of (1) be stable in the sense of Liapunov 
ahd the integral (7) be convergent uniformly with respect to x,, , 0 < 1 x0 / < a. 
Then, the trivial solution is k-stable. 
Proof. Take T > to and write 
&(x0 v to) = s :,k(I PC% xo > to>l) du + j;k(l ~(u, x,, , &)I) du. (10) 
Because of the stability, we have an estimation (cf. [Z], [3]) 
I PC6 x0 > toI < #ICI x0 I? toI, to < t, 
whence 
s ’ k(l P(U, xo 3 to)11 du < M xo I> to)(T - to). to 
(11) 
Further, there exists to given E > 0 a TI = T1(c, to) such that 
I ; k(l p(u, xo > toI) du < ; 3 I x0 I < a, T Z TI , 
and, because of (1 l), 6 = S(E, to) can be chosen so small that 
s =% P(U, xo , toll) du -c ; 
for / x0 / < 6. 
to 
Then 
8(x0 > to) < 6 for I x0 I < 6. 
This inequality is equivalent (cf. [2]) to (8). The right-hand side depends 
on to if TI and 6 do. 
THEOREM II. The trivial solution of (1) is k-unstable if, in no neighborhood 
of the origin, the integral (7) converges uniformly with respect to x0 . 
Proof. Let E be an arbitrarily small number and T, , n = 1, 2,..., an 
unbounded sequence. Then, due to the nonuniformity, one can find a 
sequence x, - 0 such that 
I rn MI P(U, xn , to)l) du 2 6, n = 1, 2,..., (12) 
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whence because of (10) 
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mn , to> a f! n = 1, 2,... . 
Therefore, an estimation (8) is not possible. 
It may be pointed out that instability in the sense of Liapunov does not 
necessarily imply k-instability (see below). 
THEOREM III. Let the trivial solution be uniformly stable in the sense of 
Liapunov and let the integral (7) b e convergent uniformly with respect both to 
x0, 1 x,, / < a, and to t, , 0 < t, < co (i.e., on the whole half-axis). Then 
the trivial solution is uniformly k-stable. 
The proof runs as the proof of Theorem I. The numbers TI and 6 are 
independent of to. 
THEOREM IV. If the trivial solution is asymptotically stable in the sense of 
Liapunov, it is k-stable with suitable k. 
Proof. We have an estimation [2] 
I P(4 x0 9 toI < Ml x0 I) to) %ct - to 9 to), I x0 I < a. (i3) 
Applying (6) with k to be determined later we get 
41 P(t, xo 9 toI) --c d,(l xo I, to) 4 - to > to) 
where 
4) = EW2(a9 to> & toW2- 
It follows from a well-known lemma due to Massera [#] that k(r) can be 
found such that, if ~a is given, 
converges. Therefore, Q(x o , to) exists and the factor &(I x0 I, to) effects K 
stability. 
THEOREM V. Suppose the existence of a Liapunov function v(x, ,t) such that 
0(x, t) > 0 for x # 0, v(0, t) = 0, (14) 
ti < -k(l x I) with suitable k E K. 05) 
Then the Eq. (1) has k - D-behavior. 
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(Here and in the following, d denotes the right-hand derivative along the 
motion p(t, x0 , to); i.e., if o(t) = w(p(t, x,, , t,,), t) then 
This derivative may differ from the derivative used by Strauss [I] in case 
w(x, t) is not Lipschitzian.) 
Proof. From (15) we get, integrating along the motion (2), 
v(t) = +I)) - q(t, x0 3 to), 
and since w(t) cannot be negative, q(t, x0 , to) must be bounded. 
THEOREM VI. If Eq. (1) has li - D-6ehaetior, a function w(x, t) exists that 
satijes (14) and (15). 
Proof. Set W(X, t) = Q(x, 2). Then (14) is satisfied. Along the motion (2) 
one has 
d = dQ(p(t, xo 9 to), t)ldt = --k(l~(t, xo , to)l) = -41 x I>; 
i.e., (15) holds. 
Nothing is said about definitness or decrescence. In order to state 
smoothness properties, one has to set stronger conditions forf(x, t) (see [I], 
Theorem 4.5). 
THEOREM VII. Suppose the existence of a Liapunov function v(x, t) with 
the fobwing properties : 
$x9 t> < Ml x I9 t>; (16) 
the ehnution 
holds along the motion x(t) = p(t, x0, to) where q(t, x0 , to) is defined in (4) 
and k(r) is Ji3ced; the derivative satisjies a differential inequality 
d < gh 4 (18) 
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where g(w, t) is such that the scalar d@mntial equation 
G = g(w, q, w>o 
has a &stable trivial solution; i.e., 
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(19) 
Then the trivial solution of (1) ti k stable, where k(r) OCCUYS in the right-hand 
side argument of (17). 
Proof. From (18) and (19) one gets 
v(t) < w(t) if v(t,) = w(t,). 
Therefore, using (17), (20), and (16), 
Md4 xo 9 to>, to) G .j-’ M44) du Q 4&4to), to> 
to 
= AMto)? to) G ds(d5(l x0 I, to), to>, 
whence 
!7& x0 9 to) d Ml x0 I, to). 
The criterion is not very handy. Condition (17) is satisfied if w(x, t) is 
positive-definite. 
The existence of Q(xo , to) implies lim inf 1 p(t, x0, to)1 = 0, whereas 
limp(& x0, to) = 0 is not granted. Of course, equations with k-stable trivial 
solution and lim sup 1 p(t, x0, to)1 > 0 are of special interest. 
THEOREM VIII. If the tribial solution is un+rmly stable in the sense of 
Lia~uncw and if lim inf 1 p(t, x0 , to)1 = 0, then lim p(t, x0 , to) = 0 follows. 
Proof. We have, with suitable 4 E K, 
I PO, x0 9 to)1 < 5% x0 I), to < t. 
Further, there exists a sequence t, , R = 1,2,..., such that 
2, = p(to + &a , x0 , to) 
tends to zero. Suppose 
lim sup I p(t, x0, to)1 = 2S > 0. (21) 
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Then a sequence tk exists such that 
(22) 
Take t, so large that +(I x, I) < S and t& > t, then (22) contains a contradic- 
tion; (21) is wrong. 
IV. EXAMPLES 
In order to construct differential equations with a K-stable trivial solution 
and which satisfy (21), we proceed as follows: 
(a) Take a continuous positive function u(t) of class L with continuous 
derivative. 
(b) Take a nondecreasing sequence qn , n = 1,2,..., 9% > 0 and put 
42 = 91 + 92 + *.* + 412, n = 1, 2,... . (23) 
(c) Choose a function s(t) EL such that s(n) < t,, and put 
t: = t, - s(n), ti = t, + s(n). 
(d) Choose a sequence b, , b, ,..., 0 < b ,( 6, , b fixed. 
(e) Define a continuous function 
c(t) linear for t; ,< t < t, and t, 4 t < ti . 
(f) “Round off the corners” in order to get a continuously differentiable 
function g(t). 
(g) Choose K(r) E K such that 
1 O” Q(t)) dt 0 
converges, and that (5) is strengthened to K(w’) = k(r) K(Y’). 
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(h) The graph of f(t) = K(g(t)) has maxima of height K(b,) at t = tn. 
The integral J’~(u) du is nearly 
I 
As an easy calculation shows, the second term is nearly 
; ‘f jr k(s) ds. (24) 
Therefore, the convergence of Jmf(t) dt is granted if the infinite series (24) 
converges. If the numbers b, are bounded the latter condition is independent 
of k(r). 
(i) Consider the scalar differential equation 
2 - m, 
g(t) (25) 
with the solution 
p(t, x0 > to> =g x0 *
0 
Because of (g) we have 
dt, xo > to) = k [$$] jIo Wu)) du = k (+$-$ j)4 du 
and the k stability is granted if the functionf(t) fulfils the conditions discussed 
in (g) and (h). 
(k) The function 
W) = fl 1 + nza;t - 426 ’ 01 and /3 positive integers, (26) 
has the following properties which can be found by an elementary analysis: 
(1) If 2~3 > 1, the series converges uniformly with respect to t, 0 < t < co. 
(2) If t = N is an integer, k(t) > 1 and bounded. 
(3) If t = N + 7, 7 fixed, k(t) = O(t-b). 
(4) If 
/ t - N j = O(N-‘a), 
h(i) is bounded away from zero and O(1). 
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It follows that h(t) is of the type considered above with a(t) = t-h, 
s(t) = P@. If one replaces /r(t) by 
the maxima behave like ny and the function is unbounded. Nevertheless, 
the differential equation (25) may have a R-stable trivial solution. 
If k is suitably chosen k - D behavior may occur even in the case of 
finite escape time. Consider 
* zzz x2 
with the solution 
P& x0 9 0) = (x;l - t>-1. 
Each solution with x0 > 0 “explodes” in finite time. If 
one has 
k(r) = r2 (y < I>, k(r) = r1’2 (r > 11, 
Q(xo 7 0) = I x0 I> x0 < 0, 
= 6 - x0, 0 <x, d 1, 
= 3 + 2x,*, l<x <co. 
Q(xo , 0) is uniformly bounded in the domain 1 x0 1 < a, but discontinuous 
at x0 = 0. 
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